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MOLECULAR MECHANISMS FOR GENE
CONTAINMENT IN PLANTS

further. If the killer gene is not activated the transgene insert
can freely ?oW because the killer gene remains silent.
The idea of tandem mitigation technology is to use genes,
Which are adverse for Wild plants but neutral for cultured
transgenic relatives. Because there are no genes absolutely

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

perfect for such purposes, the technology can only exploit
This application is a continuation-in-part of application

genes that reduce the vitality/reproductivity of Wild relatives
carrying the transgene insert. Therefore the limitation of this

Ser. No. 09/6l7,543 ?led 14 Jul. 2000, now US. Pat. No.

technology is that several generations are needed to remove

6,849,776.

the transgene from population.
Recently, tWo-factor concepts of molecular control have

SEQUENCE DATA

been proposed to signi?cantly reduce a probability of trans

gene introgression into a population of sexually compatible

This application contains sequence data provided on a
computer readable diskette and as a paper version. The paper
version of the sequence data is identical to the data provided

plants.
Basically tWo-factor technologies use the negative selec
tion factor (BC or EC), Which absolutely prevents the
transgene How. This is made possible by using another
rescuing factor, Which represses the action of the ?rst factor,

on diskette

TECHNICAL FIELD

disrupt killer gene or recovers the blocked function of the

This invention relates, in general, to containment of plant

20

germplasm and, in particular to a method and a DNA

construct for controlling segregation of transgenes in plants.
BACKGROUND

25

The techniques of plant biotechnology have improved
during the last ten years so that most of the crop species
important to the mankind can be transformed today. This has
led to a situation Where a continuously increasing number of
crop species have been transformed With a continuously

30

plant.
International patent publication WO9403619 (Bright et
al.) describes a method, Where disrupter gene (negative
selection factoriBC) disrupts the transgene of interest or its
promoter (by Cre recombinase) or kills the plant. Chemi
cally inducible repressor gene represses the promoter of
disrupter gene.
International patent publication WO0037660 (Fabijanski
et al.) describes the system Where lethal gene (BC) is linked
to a transgene of interest. Repressor gene (RC) is placed into
another allelic (sister) or non-allelic chromosome. Second

increasing number of traits. This together With the concerns

pair of lethal and repressor genes can be placed in opposite

of environmental impacts of genetically modi?ed (GM)

order in the same inserts.

International patent publication WO02064801 (Kuvhshi

crops has created a clear need for a neW generation of

GM-crops having a reduced probability of transgene ?oW
among crops and their relatives. Accordingly, several

35

the genome of the host organism under natural conditions.
Arti?cially activated repression construct RC represses the

research groups around the World are currently engaged in

developing techniques for gene containment in transgenic
crops. Henry Daniel 2002 (Molecular Strategies for Gene
Containment in Transgenic Crops. Nature Biotech 20:
5914585) gives a good revieW of the techniques available

40

The molecular approaches for control of transgene How
45

male sterility described in US. patent application No.
50

Scott and Wilkinson in Nat. Biotechnol. 17. 3904392 (1999),
technology launched by Monsanto and knoWn as ‘terminator
technology’ described in US. Pat. No. 5,723,765 and tan
55

sion. The RC is induced by an externally controllable
stimulus and When induced it recovers the function previ

course of several generations. Acting as a negative selection
60

the reproduction capacity of transgenic plants by limiting

ously blocked by the BC. Even if this system is a huge step
ahead in transgene containment techniques it as such does
not remove the possibility of reorganization of genomic

DNA in the segregating progenies.

pollen spread. These methods hoWever, do not prevent
transgene ?oW through seed shatter. The ‘terminator’ tech
nology prevents gene ?oW only When killer (or terminator)

germinate and, therefore the plants cannot be propagated

BC blocks a vital physiological or molecular function of the

host plant through developmental or organ speci?c expres

The main limitation of one-factor techniques is that they
may not offer absolute transgene containment. The negative
selection eliminates transgene from population of plants in

gene is activated. After the activation of killer gene (negative
selection factor) seeds of the next progeny are incapable to

US. patent application Ser. No. 09/617,543 (Kuvshinov
et al.) discloses a tWo-factor system called RBF (recoverable
block of function) system. RBF system comprises a block
ing construct (BC) linked to a transgene of interest (TGI)
and a recovering construct (RC). According to this invention

dem mitigation concept described by Gressel in Trend in

factor, male sterility and chloroplast transformation decrease

the problem of BC being inactivated by mutagenesis. This
can happen approximately With a frequency of 10-6. In
practice this means once in each middle siZe ?eld plot during
a groWth season. The present invention markedly decreases
the probability of BC to become inactivated.

use a negative selection factor to prevent any plant carrying
the transgene to interbreed With Wild type relatives or With
their oWn offspring. Examples of one-factor technologies are

Biotech. 17: 3614366.

leaves the host genome free from the foreign genes. Thus,

tives to control transgene ?oW, none of the prior art resolves

can basically be divided into to tWo groups: one-factor

US2002l57l29, chloroplast transformation described by

action of the EC and saves the transgenic insert in the host
genome. This system removes the entire trans gene insert and

transgenic plants can produce non-transgenic seeds.
Although the described prior art gives advanced altema

today.
systems and tWo-factor systems. The one-factor techniques

nov et al.) describes a system, Where Excision construct EC
is linked to the TGI. The EC excises the Whole insert from

65

This problem is resolved With the invention according to
the present disclosure. The present invention minimiZes
reorganiZation of genomic DNA in a RBF system similar to
that described in US. patent application Ser. No. 09/ 617,543
now US. Pat. No. 6,849,776.

US 7,238,853 B2
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According to the present disclosure the BC is placed into
an intron of the TGI, thereby providing an inseparable
genetic linkage betWeen the BC and the TGI. This arrange
ment minimizes the probability of crossing-overs betWeen
the BC and the TGI and thereby prevents them being

and PstI restriction endonuclease sites. Sequences of signal
sites are marked by bold face.

FIG. 3. Northern hybridization of Barstar expression in

tobacco plants transformed by pGPTV-KAN-HSpBarstar.

large mutations of the BC Without destroying the TGI
simultaneously. Therefore, this disclosure resolves another
problem the prior art includes; i.e. mutated BC Would

The ?rst three lines on left side represent transgenic lines 3,
9 and 10. W, represents the Wildtype tobacco RNA. Line 3
and 6 in the middle of the blot express barstar mRNA from
35S promoter. +C represents cold synthetic barstar RNA.
The three last lines on the right hand side represent positive
controls having 0.5, 5 and 30 pg of synthesized cold RNA of

probably not block the reproduction of the transgenic plant

barstar. Plants Were incubated at 400 C. for 1 hour.

and therefore the containment of the transgene Would be
incomplete if the TGI Was not destroyed too.

tobacco plants transformed by pGPTV-KAN-35SpBarstar.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

transformant, Which Were treated at 40C for 1 hour. Lines 16

segregated.
Furthermore, this arrangement minimizes probability of

FIG. 4. Northern hybridization of Barstar expression in
Lines 1 to 15 represent heat shock promoter containing

to 19 represent 35S promoter containing barstar transfor

An object of the present invention therefore is to provide
molecular mechanism for gene containment in sexually

mants. Lines 20 to 22 represent unlabelled antisense barstar

of 10, 5 and 1,5 pg.
FIG. 5. PCR analysis of tobacco plants transformed With

reproducing transgenic plants. The mechanism is achieved
With a molecular construct comprising a blocking construct
(BC) that is inserted fully or partially into an intron of a

20

transgene of interest (TGI). The TGI encodes desired gene
products, such as heterologous or homologous proteins,
peptides or other useful products. The expression of the BC
leads to block of at least one molecular or physiological

25

an Intron construct. Lines 15,16 and 17 representing the
Int(—)HspStar are positive With both HYG and GUS gene.

FIG. 6. Tobacco callus after transformation by 35SpGUS/
Pst construct (above) and callus after transformation by
35SpGUS construct (beloW). Truncated GUS gene cannot
produce active enzyme and therefore transformed callus

function that is essential for development or reproduction of

does not shoW blue color.

the transgenic plant. Thereby the BC expression leads to
death or incapacity of sexual reproduction of the plant.
Moreover, the mechanism comprises an externally appli

GUS gene on Intron cassette.

cable recovering tool to recover the functions blocked by the
BC. According to one embodiment of the invention the

FIG. 7. Northern analysis of expression of bamase and

30

(A) Expression of bamase in tobacco embryos. 15 pg of
embryo total RNA isolated form plants of Sal and Tet
lines and unlabelled barnase control RNA mixed With

recovering tool comprises a recovering construct (RC). The

15 pg of non-transgenic carrier embryo total RNA Were

RC may be controlled through an inducible promoter.
Also contemplated in the present invention are cloning
vectors, cells or cell-lines for convenient preparation of
transgenic plants harboring one or more DNA construct

hybridized With bamase RNA probe.
(B) Expression of GUS gene in tobacco leaves. 1 pg of
35

complex providing the gene containment according to the
present invention. The invention moreover describes syn

thetic nucleotide sequences adapted for insertion into intron
of the TGIs. The characteristic features of the present

leaf total RNA and unlabelled GUS control RNA of the
sizes mixed With carrier RNA Were hybridized With
RNA probe of central part of GUS gene. The lines art

shoWn treated (+) and untreated (—) With tetracycline.
(C) Splicing of GUS gene. 3 pg of total leaf RNA and
40

unlabelled GUS control RNA of tWo sizes mixed With

invention are de?ned in more detail in the claims

carrier RNA hybridized With sense bamase RNA probe.
C+ total RNA of tobacco expressing intact GUS gene.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Absence of speci?c signal indicates successful splicing

FIG. 1. depicts the molecular constructs described in
Examples 2 and 3.

45

(A) Intron cassetteithe tWo genes are in the same DNA

sequence. In Sal construct, GUS gene is expressed
under Sal promoter, and Tet construct-under 35S pro
moter With three tet operators, Which are repressed by

Were groWing in the same conditions but incubated addi
tionally at 420 C. for one hour at the age of one Week. The
50

product of additional tetR gene expressed under 35S

promoter.
(B) Recovering construct in separate insert. Barstar gene
is under Heat Shock promoter.
(C) Position of blocking gene in the same direction With
TGI With shared polyadenyalation site.

brie?y applied heat shock has induced barstar expression,
Which mitigated the negative effect of barnase.
FIG. 9. pInt-Salp vector carrying Intron(Salp)+ construct.
FIG. 10. pInt-Salp vector carrying Intron(Salp)— con
struct.

55

FIG. 11. Germination assay of tobacco seeds transformed
With Intron(—)HSp-Barstar construct. On the left hand side
seeds of transgenic tobacco plants Were heat treated during
seedpod maturation for 1 hour every second day. On the

60

heat treatment.

FIG. 2. Depicts the sequence of the intron cassette

described in Examples 2 and 3 (SEQ ID NO:13). From left
to right: Blocking construct sequence containing part of

SH-EP promoter, 5'UTR, coding sequence and polyA signals

of the GUS gene in Tet lines 5 and 8.
FIG. 8. Effect of heat shock on germination of seedlings
of Tet line 3. TWo-Week old in vitro seedlings groWing at
room temperature are on the right. On the left, the seedlings

right hand side seeds of transgenic tobacco plants Without
FIG. 12. pInt-Tet vector carrying Tet construct and Intron

of Barnase gene. From right to left is the last part of
TGI-uidA (GUS) including end of the second exon, second
intron, and the third exon and polyA signals. Underlined

cassette.

nucleotides in the sequence of SH-EP promoter Were

genic plants carrying segregating RBF constructs. Blocking

changed from natural nucleotides, Abbreviations: CAAT and

TATA-promoter signal sites, NUEinear upstream element
and FUE-far upstream element of polyA; SpeI, EcoRI, BclI

FIG. 13. illustrates schematically hybridization of trans
65

construct (here marked as B) and transgene of interest (here
marked as I) are placed in different non-allelic chromosome

than Recovering construct (here marked as R).

US 7,238,853 B2
5
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FIG. 14. illustrates schematically hybridization of trans
genic plants carrying reverse segregating RBF constructs.

inhibits a function essential for the survival, groWth, devel

opment and/or sexual reproduction of the plant and is
capable or arresting the development of the molecular
machinery of the host plant at the level of DNA, mRNA,

The constructs of the ?rst RBF is shoWn as B1 and R1 for

blocking and recovering constructs, respectively. B2 and R2
constructs belong to the second RBF. The Blocking and
Recovering constructs are placed in different non-allelic
chromosomes in opposite order. Transgene of interest is not
shoWn in the ?gure. It can be linked either to the ?rst (B1)
or the second (B2) blocking construct.

protein or metabolite.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present disclosure is related to methods of molecular
TERMS USED IN THE DISCLOSURE

biology for controlling transgene segregation and introgres

In the present disclosure most of the terms used have the
same meaning as they generally have in the ?eld of recom

control is achieved through DNA constructs herein called a

sion into a population of sexually compatible plants. The
recoverable block of function (RBF) system. The RBF
comprises a BC the expression of Which blocks a particular
physiological or developmental function of the host plant,

binant DNA techniques, molecular biology and plant pro
duction related sciences. Some terms are, hoWever, used in
somewhat different Way and are explained in more detail
beloW.
Recoverable block of function (RBF) means a conceptual

molecular system comprising a blocking construct (BC) and
a recovering tool. The recovering tool may be a recovering
construct (RC). RBF performs the control of segregation and
prevents the introgression of the transgene(s) of interest

(TGIs) into a population of sexually compatible plants. RBF
is introduced into the host plant together With the TGIs by

Which leads to either death of the plant or to such a change

in its physiology that the plant is not anymore capable of

reproduction.
20

capable of recovering the function blocked by the BC. The
RC is introduced to the host plant genome separately or
together With the BC and TGI. The RC may be placed in the
25

Segregating RBF system is a RBF, Wherein the recovering
construct (RC) is situated in a different non-allelic or allelic
30

second heterozygous hybrid generation, When the BC and
the RC segregate into different generative cells.

inducible promoters may be used as Well.
35

rally or development stage speci?cally. According to one
embodiment of the present invention the BC is placed under
germination speci?c promoter, such as SH-EP from I/mga

constitutively, organ-speci?cally, development-speci?cally
40

approach minimizes the probability of separation of the BC
and the TGI. Large mutations of the BC are almost impos

recovering tool is a DNA construct or a nucleotide sequence 45

herein called recovering construct (RC).
Recovering construct is a DNA construct or nucleotide

(DNA or RNA) sequence, Which recovers, unblocks or

gous condition of the RBF.
Transgene of interest (TGI) means the DNA or nucleotide
sequences, including RNA sequences, Which encode a

2, respectively.
55

The RBF models according to this disclosure can be

divided into the folloWing types according to the mechanism
of action and the construction structure.

Externally Compensated (Simple) RBF
The RBF consists solely of the BC. The BC may be active
60

constitutively, development speci?cally or organ speci?
cally. The recovering tool comprises external compensation
of the required metabolite: amino acid, hormone or some
other metabolite. There is no RC in this embodiment.

substances, including metabolites, hormones, toxins, antibi

otide sequence the expression of Which blocks, arrests or

The DNA construct of the BC and the RC according to
one embodiment of the present invention are synthetic

sequences of barnase and barstar genes adapted for plant
expression and comprising SEQ ID: NO 1 and SEQ ID: NO

desired gene product; i.e. protein, antibody, enzyme or other
otics, etc. The TGIs are introduced into the plant genome by
the method of genetic transformation.
Blocking is a molecular control mechanism; e.g. nucle

sible Without simultaneously destroying the TGI. Therefore,
the present disclosure brings a signi?cant improvement to
the ?eld of transgene containment and prevention of trans
gene segregation and introgression into populations of com

patible plants.
50

expressed Without an external controllable induction. The

external intervention may for example be provided by an
outside stimulus of a responsive promoter that drives the
RC. The external intervention may also be provided by
intraline crossing of transgenic plants to support a homozy

mungo.

The present disclosure introduces a novel RBF system
Where the BC is inserted into an intron of the TGI. This

transgenic plant harboring the BC from the detrimental
consequences of the expression of the BC. Preferably the

releases the functions blocked by the expression of the BC.
The RC is introduced into the genome of the host plant,
separately or together With the BC and the transgene(s) of
interest TGI(s). The expression of the RC is initiated only
under external intervention. Therefore, the RC is not

According to the present disclosure the BC may be

expressed constitutively, organ speci?cally, spatiotempo

ological function of the host plant. The BC may be expressed
or spatiotemporally. According to this disclosure the BC is
placed into an intron of the TGI.
Recovering tool means a method for recovering the

According to the present disclosure the RC can be con
trolled through an inducible promoter. According to one
embodiment the inducible promoter to control the RC may
be responsive to physical treatment eg heat shock. The
invention is hoWever, not limited to the use of heat shock

inducible promoters but other physically or chemically

Double RBF means that the TGI(s) is (are) situated
betWeen tWo BCs, Which may either be similar or different
to each other.
Blocking construct (BC) is a DNA or nucleotide sequence
having a capacity to block a particular molecular or physi

same or different chromosome than the BC and TGI. The RC

is externally controlled, i.e. it is expressed only When an
external intervention is applied to the system.

a process of genetic transformation.

chromosome apart from the BC and the TGI(s). Accord
ingly, the blocking function becomes functional in the

According to one preferred embodiment of the present
disclosure the RBF system comprises also an RC that is

Segregating RBF
65

The BC and RC are positioned in different non-allelic
chromosomes. Both of the constructs are in homozygous

condition; BB (blocking construct) and RR (Recovering

US 7,238,853 B2
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To combine coding sequence, intron and polyadenylation

construct). Expression of both of the constructs may be

constitutive, organ speci?c or development speci?c. Prefer

signal in the intron cassette We had to use only minimal

ably, both of the constructs are expressed under the same

consensus signal sites and adapt bamase coding sequence to

kind of promoter. External regulation (arti?cial control) of
the segregating RBF is performed by intraline crossing of
the transgenic homozygous plants. Segregating RBF does

a high AT content. Successful combination of all compo

nents Was only possible in a completely arti?cial synthetic
sequence of the intron (SEQ ID NO: 3). Our construct is
novel and has no analogous gene structures in plant nuclear

not act in the ?rst generation of outline hybridization
because it Will be in heterozygous condition BbRr (Where b

genome.

Another challenge in reducing the concept into practice

and r are recessive alleles Which do not contain BC and RC,
respectively) and thus both of the constructs act as in a

Was to overcome the fact that the plant introns are mostly
very short. Over tWo thirds of plant introns are less than 150
nt long and most of them are ranged from 80 to 139 nt.

homozygous parental line. The RBF starts to act from the

second out breeding generation, When all the BbRr hybrids
Will die or have an altered feature because of lack of the

(FilipoWicz et al 1995). It has been reported that the inser

recovering function. The RBF implies 50% negative selec

tion of an intron at the end or doWnstream of coding

tion of the TGI linked to the BC in each hybrid generation
after the ?rst hybrid progeny. FIG. 13 illustrates the mecha
nism of a segregating system.

sequence of the gene (in 3'UTR) can decrease expression of
the gene. (Bourdon et al 2001). We used the GUS gene
containing a small intron in the beginning of the gene. We
inserted a large intron near the 3' end of coding sequence of
the gene and surprisingly the level of GUS expression of our

Reversed Segregating RBF
This system comprises tWo BCs and tWo RCs. It controls
the release of both the BC and the RC. RC contains another
blocking gene, Which controls the release of the RC. The
blocking gene action is recovered by a second RC, Which is

20

It is knoWn from the prior art that dicot plants need all
consensus signals and high AT content in their introns for a

successful splicing. (Simpson and FilipoWich 1996). There

linked to a ?rst BC and the TGI. Here We mark the construct

alleles as folloWs: litransgene of interest; Blia ?rst BC;
B2ia second BC, Which is different from the B1; Rlia
?rst RC and; R2ia second RC. B1 acts in pair With R1 and
B2 acts in pair With R2. The alleles BlBlllR2R2 are situated
in one pair of the allelic chromosomes and RlRlB2B2 are

situated in another pair of allelic chromosomes. The ?rst
out-hybrid Will carry BlblliR2r2 and R1r1B2b2 genotype.

fore We developed an intron using high AT content, 5'
25

based on the prior art.

It is Well knoWn that the 5'UTR plays a signi?cant role in
gene expression. Usually a long 5'UTR is implicated in
regulating gene expression. According to one embodiment
35

40

checked for the absence of occasional start codons and TATA
like sequences. Long nonsense 5'UTR, high AT content and
45

ineffective polyadenylation could decrease barnase expres
sion on posttranscriptional level. Furthermore, position
effect may lead to variation in expression levels of the BC
and the RC placed in different inserts.
The vicinity of TATA box may be modi?ed Without

50

loosing promoter activity. Silencing can be induced by
simultaneous expression of opposite strand corresponding to

both sides. The functions blocked by expression of the BCs
may be recovered by one or more RCs. Triple RBF is a

segregating variation of the double construct.
The above-described RBF systems are described in the

US. patent application 617,543, to Which this disclosure is
a continuation. The present disclosure provides an RBF

system according to any of the above-described variations
Where the BC is placed inside an intron of the TGI. The
present invention minimizes the probability of loss of con
trol that could take place if BC is mutated or if a crossing
over happens in betWeen of BC and TGI. To minimize such
a loss of control, We placed the coding sequence and

polyadenylation signal of the blocking gene inside the intron

size of the last exon of GUS gene should be long enough to
result in such a truncated GUS protein that cannot be able to

maintain enzymatic activity in case of incorrect splicing of
the intron. The 5'UTR sequence (SEQ ID NO: 5) has been

construct in the same gene sequences as folloWs: B1 fused

With R2 and B2 fused With R1. FIG. 14 illustrates the
concept of a reversed segregating RBF.
Double RBF
The double RBF consists of tWo BCs. The BCs are placed
in same transgenic insert and they are ?anking the TGI from

of the present invention the mRNA of the modi?ed barnase
gene has a 50 nucleotides-long 5'UTR (SEQ ID NO: 5)
Which coincided With the last exon of GUS (SEQ ID NO: 4)

and the 3' ?anking signal of the intron (SEQ ID NO:6). The

support the homozygous condition of transgenic plants (as in
ordinary segregating RBF). The second recovering or block
ing construct can be fused With ?rst blocking or recovering

(AGGUAUGU) and 3' (GCAGG) signal sequences and
placing branch point sequence (UACUAAC) 30 nucleotides
upstream 3' splicing site. Approximately 50 nucleotides of

exon near the splicing site Were converted to a high GC
content. We decided to use only short consensus signals of
30 splicing, Which Was a challenge and not an obvious choice

Thus, starting from the second out-hybrid generation the
blocking construct (B1) Will control the release of the
transgene of interest (I), and the blocking construct (B2) Will
control the release of the recovering construct (R1). There
fore, this system controls the release of all the transgenic
constructs from the plant. External control (or arti?cial
treatment) comprises the action of intraline crossing to

construct matched With that of a native GUS gene.
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intron sequence of the gene. Therefore, according to another
embodiment of the present invention to make the expression
independent on need of unsynchronization and avoidance of
silencing, the TGI and the gene inserted in its intron may
share the same direction of transcription (FIG. 1C). In this
case both genes could share the same polyadenylation site.
The folloWing examples are set forth to illustrate the
method and in no Way limit the scope of the invention.
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of the TGI. Thus the BC cannot be separated from the active
TGI as a result of DNA recombination. The majority of large
mutations in the sequence of the BC Would automatically

EXAMPLE 1

DNA Synthesis and Cloning

lead to a simultaneous inactivation of the TGI.

The ?rst challenge in reducing this concept into practice
Was the fact that according to the present knoWledge introns
of plant genes do not contain entire gene sequences.
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The Barstar gene originating from Bacillus amylolique
faciens Was synthesized according to plant codon preference
With loW AT content (SEQ ID NO: 2). We used the GUS

US 7,238,853 B2
10
coding sequence, polyadenylation signal sequences (FUE

(uidA) gene containing an intron at the start of coding
sequence for designing the intron cassette. The intron cas
sette containing the second intron sequence of GUS (SEQ

and NUE) Were placed before GUS intron 5' splicing site.
CA and TA polyadenylation cleavage sites of bamase Were
placed betWeen the ?rst and ninth nucleotide doWnstream of
the PstI site. Accordingly, only 13416 nucleotides of barnase
and GUS mRNAs overlap in SH-EPp side and 12420
nucleotides in 3' barnase side. To design Intron cassette,

ID NO:3) (between SpeI and PstI sites) harboring the
barnase gene (SEQ ID NO: 1) and the third exon of the GUS

(SEQ ID NO: 4) Was split into tWo segments. Each segment
Was synthesized from 55-59-base long oligonucleotides in
high ?delity PCR. The tWo segments Were then ligated in
EcoRI restriction site (FIG. 2).
Heat shock promoter of Glycine max and cysteine
endopeptidase (SH-EP) promoter of I/igna mungo Were also
cloned using a high ?delity PCR.

minimal consensus intron and polyadenylation sequences
Were used. Sequence of the intron Was 72.4% AT rich, While
the 50 bases of the neighboring exon of GUS have a 39.5%
AT content.

EXAMPLE 3

The tetracycline repressor sequence (tetR) Was also
cloned in high ?delity PCR from E. coli strain XL1 and
placed under the control of the 35S promoter. The RBF

A Segregating Type of RBF having an Intron
Cassette With Organ Speci?c Expression of BC and
Inducible Expression of TGI

construct shoWn in FIG. 1. Was assembled and then cloned
in a modi?ed pGPTV-HPT vector.

The 35Sp3T promoter containing three tet operators
around its TATA box Was cloned using 120-base long 3'

primer from 35S promoter of CaMV according to published
sequence (SEQ ID NO: 7). A salicylate inducible promoter
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1a and b). The segregating RBF provides control for TGI

(Salp) Was cloned from tobacco genome using PCR.

containment after the RC segregates apart the construct
carrying the TGI and the BC. After RC segregates apart,

EXAMPLE 2
25

Design of the Intron Cassette

49 nucleotides upstream the stop codon. CGC codon of
arginine has been changed to AGG to form splicing site
betWeen the tWo guanidines. Six nucleotides before the
splicing site, a glutamine codon Was changed from CAA to

expression of the BC prevents the reproduction of plants
carrying the TGI linked With BC. BC Was placed under an

organ-speci?c promoter, Which in this example Was cysteine
endopeptidase (SH-EP) from I/mga mungo. Other organ

In this speci?c example We designed the Intron cassette so
that bamase (BC) and GUS (TGI) genes are transcribed in

opposite directions With respect to each other (FIG. 1A).
Bamase coding sequence (SEQ ID NO: 1) Was placed in the
intron of GUS gene (FIG. 2). GUS gene Was split in position

In order to achieve a segregating type of RBF We devel
oped a DNA construct, Where BC is situated in the intron of
TGI and the RC is inserted in a different chromosome (FIG.

speci?c promoters could be used as Well. A functional
30

example of other promoters is Crusiferine promoter from
Brassica napus.

In this example the RC Was regulated by heat shock
promoter of Glycine max, and thereby the RBF Was heat
shock inducible. Other heat shock promoters or could be
35

used as Well. 35S promoter from CaMV as Well as 3 tet

operators and tetR gene are also possible. Inducible RBF

CAG to form a PstI restriction site. The sequence

prevents the host plant reproduction until RC is induced by

CGCTTTTCTG (SEQ ID NO: 8) upstream the PstI site Was
changed to TGCCTTCCTG (SEQ ID NO: 9) to introduce an

of BC expression.

additional alternative cleavage site for polyadenylation and

an outside stimulus, in this example a heat shock, at the time
40

to increase the GC content in the close vicinity of the intron.
Restriction site PstI and the minor changes upstream of it
Were introduced by PCR ampli?cation of GUS gene

sequence using long 5' primer containing the modi?cations
described above. The SH-EP promoter Was modi?ed after

the natural SpeI restriction site. As shoWn in FIG. 2, the
sequence spanning the SpeI site at —127 position and the PstI
site at +367 position in the direction of the barnase gene
sequence Was synthesiZed using a high ?delity PCR.
Barnase codon bias Was adapted for intron sequence by
increasing the AT content, hoWever, minor dicot codons
Were avoided. The gene is driven by SH-EP promoter Whose

GUS gene as the TGI. BC Was barnase and RC Was barstar
45

in this speci?c example.
We developed tWo parallel constructs: 1) salicylate induc
ible construct (Sal) and 2) tetracycline inducible construct
(Tet). The Sal construct includes Intron cassette With barnase
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driven by SH-EP promoter and GUS gene driven by sali
cylate inducible promoter FIG. 9 and FIG. 10.
The Tet construct contained the same Intron cassette but

the GUS gene is noW driven by a tetracycline inducible 35S

promoter containing three tet operators around its TATA box.

sequences doWnstream of the SpeI site Were modi?ed to

The construct also contains a tetracycline repressor gene

form the FUE element (AAACAT) of the polyadenylation
recognition site as Well as the end of the coding sequence of

The TGI and the BC Were directed in opposite orientation
in the intron cassette (FIG. 1a). To avoid a possible dsRNA
silencing We used inducible expression of the TGI and
organ-speci?c expression of BC. As an example We used
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the GUS gene in complementary strand of DNA (changed
nucleotides are underlined in FIG. 2). The SH-EP promoter

(tetR) driven by the 35S promoter. The product of the gene
binds to the tet operators repressing the expression of GUS
gene. FIG. 12.

Was found to contain tWo natural tandem NUE-like repeats

EXAMPLE 4

(TTATTTATTT) (SEQ ID NO:10) upstream SpeI site that
could function as a polyadenylation signal for GUS in
opposite chain. The third 52 nucleotide long exon of GUS
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Bacteria and Plant Transformation

gene (SEQ ID NO: 4) partially overlapped With the 39 bases
Escherichia coli strain XL1 Was used for the cloning of

at the 5' end of SH-EP promoter and partially With the 13
bases of the 5'UTR of barnase coding sequence. GUS intron

3' splicing signal (GCAGG) and consensus branch point
sequences (UACUAAC) Were introduced as a complemen

tary strand of 5'UTR of barnase. DoWnstream of barnase

the DNA constructs.
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Leaf segments of tobacco plants (Nicoliana Zabacum) cv.
Samsung Were inoculated With suspension of A. Zumefaciens
strain LBA4404 carrying the pGPTV-HPT and pGPTV-NPT

